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CHAPTER I

BACKGROUND

Introduction

In 1974 user costs for test and evaluation pro-

grams underwent a major change. This change was brought

about by a revision of Department of Defense Directive

3200.11, "Use, Management and Operation of Department of

Defense Major Ranges and Test Facilities." Since 1 July

1974, users of Department of Defense (DOD) major ranges

and test facilities have had to pay a portion of the costs

of the support provided. Prior to this time users had

paid very little for support received from some of these

facilities, but the full cost of support received from

others. This dichotomy in test support costs existed

because there was no central administration of the

facilities.

DODD 3200.11, 18 June 1974

Department of Defense Directive 3200.11 (DODD

3200.11), dated 18 June 1974, prescribes the use,

management, operation and funding for those ranges and

test facilities subject to its provisions. It requires

users (program offices, operating commands, etc.) to reim-

burse the facility for the costs of the support provided.

i 1
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Department of Defense components and other federal users

are required to reimburse for the direct costs of support

(excluding military labor). All other users are required

to reimburse for the full costs of the support provided.

This reimbursement policy is called the "uniform

funding policy" (UFP) and presently applies to eighteen of

the twenty-six members of the major ranges and test facili-
1

ties base (MRTFB) . This policy is also referred to as "T&E

funding" and "direct cost funding" because most users are

DOD components conducting test and evaluation (T&E)

programs who must reimburse direct costs only.

The MRTFB

The major range and test facilities base

is a national asset, sized, operated and
maintained primarily for DOD test and evaluation sup-
port missions, but available to all customers having a
need for its unique support capabilities. The MRTFB
consists of a broad base of range and test facilties
. . . (20:21.

designed to support development test and evaluation and

operational test and evaluation programs for material and

weapons systems.

MRTFB Management

Management of the MRTFB is assigned to three

levels within the Department of Defense: DOD, the mili-

tary departments and the facilities.

1Appendix A lists the members of the MRTFB.
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DOD management of the MRTFB is the responsibility

of the Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for Research and

Engineering (Test and Evaluation) [DD(T&E)]. DD(T&E) is

responsible for overall policy direction and planning

guidance, facility adequacy assessment and test program

assignments.

At the military department level, the management

of the MRTFB is accomplished by the test and evaluation

office at each service headquarters and major command

headquarters. These offices are responsible for defining

specific missions; guiding facility development and

operation; budgeting for all costs, and funding for costs

other than direct.

Within the facility, it is the facility commander

who has management responsibility. He is to develop and

maintain a master plan for the facility, operate and main-

tain the facility, and coordinate facility support with

prospective users.

The Uniform Funding Policy

DOD Directive 3200.11 states that the MRTFB "will

be funded in a uniform manner" and will be reimbursed by

the user (unless the facility is specifically exempt).

All DOD Components and other Federal
Government agencies . . . will reimburse the
ranges and test facilities for direct costs . . .
excluding military labor [20:9].

3
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All non-Federal Government agencies, commercial
users or foreign governments . . . will reimburse for
full costs 120:9].

Background

Prior to the revision of 3200.11 and its mandatinq

the uniform funding policy, the facilities that cumprise

the MRTFB practiced widely different funding policies.

Some were user funded, wherein the reimbursements from the

users provided the funds to operate and maintain the

facility. Because the user had to pay the full costs of

the support provided, the use of these facilities was very

expensive for T&E programs. Other facilities were insti-

tutionally funded, wherein the parent command and service

provided the funds required to operate and maintain the

facility. The use of these facilities was essentially

free to the using T&E programs.

In theory a user-funded facility would obtain all

of its funding from users' reimbursements and an institu-

tionally funded facility would obtain all of its funding

from the parent command and service. In actual practice,

however, both types of funding existed at the same facility.

The user-funded facilities were institutionally funded for

some costs and institutionally funded facilities were

reimbursed for some costs.

4I.



Evolution of the Policy

DODD 3200.11 and its uniform funding policy can be

directly traced through two studies and three memoranda to

the Blue Ribbon Defense Panel appointed by President

Richard M. Nixon and Secretary of Defense Melvin R.

Laird.

The Blue Ribbon Defense Panel. The Blue Ribbon

Defense Panel was the first wide-scale study of the

Department of Defense since the Hoover Commission studies

on the "Organization of the Executive Department of the

Government" in the early 1950s. Appointed in July 1969,

the panel was given the following broad charter:

The general scope of the Panel is to study, report
and make recommendations on:
. . . (2) The Defense research and development efforts
from the standpoints of mission fulfillments, costs,
organization, time and interrelation with the scien-
tific and industrial community [4:v].

In its Report to the President and the Secretary

of Defense on the Department of Defense, dated 1 July

1970, the Blue Ribbon Defense Panel was highly critical of

the productivity, organization and progress of defense

laboratories and test centers. The panel recommended that

there be:

• a joint review to determine which in-house
defense laboratories and test and eva±uation centers
are essential to research and development needs of the
department with the goal of eliminating the non-
essential ones, and consolidating (across services)
the remainder [4:871.

5



Facility Base Review. To implement the recommen-

dation of the panel, the Deputy Secretary of Defense,

David Packard, on 16 January 1971 sent a memorandum to

the Director of Defense Research and Engineering (DDR&E),

the service secretaries, and others. The subject of this

memo was "Review of RDT&E Base." Secretary Packard

requested that the defense research, development, test and

evaluation (RDT&E) base be reviewed to identify what, if

any, actions should be taken in relation to the Blue Ribbon

Defense Panel's recommendation (8). Also, he requested

that the overall quality and essentiality of the facili-

ties be determined.

In response to this request, DDR&E established a

working group to conduct the review. In its report, DOD

Test and Evaluation Facility Base Review, dated August

1971, the working group identified twenty-six facilities

that should be established as the DOD facilities for test

and evaluation programs. These facilities were chosen based

on their "significant test resource assets, multipurpose

or multiuser capability and/or unique characteristics or

mission [7:61)."

There are two other aspects of the report which

are of interest. First, the report recommended that

DODD 3200.11, "Use, Management and Operation of Department

of Defense National Ranges and Space Ground Support

Facilities," dated 25 July 1970, be revised to include

6



facilities other than national ranges. Second, the working

group identified funding as a major problem area for these

twenty-six facilities. While the working group did not

investigate funding policy, per se, it did identify that

variances in funding policy had inhibited the use of the

best facility for some test and evaluation programs (9).

The Bergquist Study. Secretary Packard implemented

the recommendations of the working group's report in a

memorandum dated 29 October 1971. This memorandum

established the MRTFB as the essential complement of DOD

test and evaluation facilities and set a target date of 1

April 1972 for the revision of DODD 3200.11. The memo,

"Review of T&E Base," stated:

Funding of the major ranges and test and eval-
uation centers lacks uniformity .. . I desire that
the ASD (Comptroller) in conjunction with the Military
Departments, DDR&E, and the ASD(I&L) examine the appli-
cation of current funding policy and propose changes
or reaffirm existing ones that apply to the test and
evaluation centers . . . to assure the most effective
development and testing of material [9:3].

Responding to the request, Robert C. Moot, the

Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller), ASD(C),

appointed George Bergquist to head a task group to examine

the funding policies of the twenty-six facilities that

comprise the MRTFB.

The task group's report, A Study of Funding Policy

for Major Test and Evaluation Support Activities, was

7
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submitted to Secretary Moot on 15 April 1972 and is infor-

mally known as the Bergquist Study. The report addressed

all aspects of the then current funding policy as prac-

ticed at the twenty-six facilities and the question

(1:2): "Should there be a uniform funding policy for the

major T&E support activities?"

The Bergquist study group examined the funding

practices of all the facilities designated as major DOD

test and evaluation centers. The group found that:

(1) there were funding policy differences between and within

the military departments, (2) each facility had unique

organization, management, geographical and mission

features, (3) the advantages of a uniform policy out-

weighed the disadvantages and (4) some compromise of

existing funding policies was necessary. These findings

led the study group to the conclusion that a uniform fund-

ing policy was needed and was feasible.

The report proposed funding all MRTFB facilities

in a uniform manner starting in fiscal year 1975. The

study group analyzed four alternative funding policies.

They recommended that users fund for the direct cost of

the support provided.

The recommendation of the study group was imple-

mented by Deputy Secretary of Defense, Kenneth Rush,

in a memorandum dated 19 January 1973. The uniform fund-

ing policy was to be used at nineteen (later adjusted to

8
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eighteen) of the MRTFB facilities effective at the

beginning of fiscal year 1975 (that is, on 1 July 1974)

(2:16).

Post Implementation Studies

In October 1974, three months after the initiation

of the policy, the Joint Logistics Commanders2 (JLC) char-

tered a panel to monitor the implementation of the

directive. Part of the panel's purpose was to:

insure a coordinated approach to the imple-
mentation of the uniform test and evaluation funding
policy . . . and to identify major inter-service
issues and/or problems related thereto (6:Tab 3].

The First Report

The panel was composed of Army, Navy and Air Force

personnel. In conducting their investigation members of

the panel visited their respective T&E facilities to

conduct fact finding. Then, as a group, they visited one

facility of each service. Finally, they surveyed users of

the facilities. From its research the panel concluded

that funding policy guidance of DODD 3200.11 was adequate,

facility flexibility in implementation was necessary, and

2The JLC is composed of the Commanders of the U.S.
Army Materiel and Readiness Command, Naval Material
Command, Air Force Systems Command and Air Force Logistics
Command.

9
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there were no major interservice issues and/or problems.

However, the panel did find some problems common to all

facilities. Among these were a lack of depth in the cost

information reported to users, an absence of common for-

mats for documentation, and a lack of guidance with

respect to the definitions of direct and indirect cost.

The conclusions and findings of the panel were

briefed to the JLC with two recommendations: (1) the

panel be disestablished, and (2) the offices of primary

responsibility (OPR) for service T&E reassess the common

problems after the second year under the policy.

The Follow-on Study

The JLC, rather than turn implementation studies

over to the service OPRs, directed that the panel remain

established for another year and examine the implementation

during the second year under the policy. This second study

was accomplished by panel visits to selected T&E activi-

ties and by survey letters sent to the facilities and

their users.

The second report of the panel was published in

October 1976. The panel concluded that the services were

aggressively taking action to alleviate the common

problems; the adoption of a joint service budgeting,

funding and accounting regulation would enhance

uniformity; and no harmful impact was being felt from the

10



implementation of the uniform funding policy. Two recom-

mendations were made: (1) the panel be disestablished and

(2) a proposed budgeting, funding and accounting regula-

tion be adopted by all three services. The panel was

disestablished but the tri-service regulation was never

adopted.

The Problem

In accordance with DODD 3200.11, a user obtaining

test support from an MRTFB facility is to be assessed the

costs incurred to provide this support. This assessment

may not be of the same magnitude at each facility, but the

same cost elements should be used by each facility. Once

these costs are assessed, their reimbursement is dependent

on two factors: (1) the type of user (i.e., DOD, other

federal, or non-federal) and (2) whether the costs are

classified as direct or indirect. The problem addressed

*by this study is: How are the costs incurred for test and

evaluation classified?

Treatment of Costs

DODD 3200.11 is very prescriptive about the reim-

bursements to be made by the users to the facility. DOD

components and other federal government agencies are to

reimburse all direct costs incurred (except military

labor) for user support and all other users are to reim-

burse for the full costs of the support provided. This

IiI
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reimbursement policy is very concise and straightforward.

However, the terms "direct cost," "indirect cost" and

"full cost" (full cost = direct cost + indirect cost) are

not absolutely defined within generally accepted account9

principles.

For many years, direct costs have been segregated
from overhead as a cost accounting device in both
Government and industry. Historically, this distinc-
tion has merely aided distribution of total costs to
products and services. Since distinction between
direct and indirect costs normally has little impact
on certified financial statements, the accounting pro-
fession has not developed and enforced rigid cost
accounting standards covering the definition of direct
costs. The distinction between direct and indirect
costs, therefore, is not a normal basis for segrega-
tion of funding. Separation of "direct costs" from
overhead has not been required to withstand pressures
that will apply when the differentiation under the new
policy affects fund availability [2:19].

CASB and DAR Definitions

Since generally accepted accounting principles

do not rigidly define direct costs, the government has

issued two documents that define costs for government

contractors. Both the Cost Accounting Standards Board's

(CASB) Standards, Rules and Regulations, and the Defense

Acquisition Regulation contain a definition of direct cost

(3:111,19:15-202) that is binding on those companies

that do business with the government. The essence of both

definitions is that a direct cost has to be specifically

identifiable to a particular final cost objective. All

other costs are considered to be indirect.

12



These definitions are subject to interpretation by

the individual contractors with respect to specific costs.

ITherefore, the CASB has developed a Disclosure Statement
(3:40-109A) wherein the contractor discloses his cost

accounting practices.

Problem Addressed

No major DOD studies have been undertaken to

determine the status of the directive's implementation

since the October 1976 report to the JLC. Between October

1976 and June 1980, what has transpired in the implemen-

tation of DODD 3200.11? What guidance has been issued

concerning the classification of costs? What is being

practiced by the individual facilities in terms of costs

assessed by the facilities against user programs? What

distinction between direct and indirect costs has evolved

since the institution of the uniform funding policy and

how are these costs measured?

The answer to these questions would seem to be of

interest to four groups: (1) users, because they pay for

the direct costs or full costs of support, (2) services

and major commands, because they fund for the costs that

are not direct, (3) DOD, because the facilities are sup-

posed to be uniformly funded, and (4) the facilities,

because they compete with one another for users.

13
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CHAPTER II

METHODOLOGY

Research Objective r

The primary objective of the study was to deter-

mine whether like costs incurred in like circumstances at

different facilities received a similar accounting treat-

ment in terms of the classification of costs. A secondary

objective was to determine the extent to which the ser-

vices and major commands have shaped and guided the prac-

tices of their test facilities and ranges.

By accomplishing the objectives set forth, the

degree of uniformity in the cost classification practices

of MRTFB facilities can be assessed.

Scope

Scope of the Policy Effort

DOD Directive 3200.11 and its implementing direc-

tives were analyzed in terms of reimbursement policy and

accounting treatment of costs. The implementing direc-

tives were obtained from the services and major commands

with MRTFB management responsibilities, with two

exceptions. Included in the policy analysis were the Army

and its Test and Evaluation Command (TECOM), the Navy and

14
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its Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIRSYSCOM), and the Air

Force and its Air Force Systems Command (AFSC).

Excluded from the policy effort were the Tactical

Air Command (Air Force) and the Ballistic Missile Defense

Systems Command (Army). Each of these commands had man-

agement responsibility for only one MRTFB facility. It

was felt that the unique relationship between these two

facilities and their commands would preclude a need for

policy capturing.

Scope of the Practices

Investigation

All eighteen MRTFB facilities operating under the

uniform funding policy as of 20 May 1980 were included in

the effort. Analysis was conducted with respect to the

classification of costs and the uniformity of practices

among commands.

Research instruments were sent to each of the

eighteen facilities. Fourteen responses were returned by

7 July 1980. The responses received were from all three

services and four of the five major commands. They repre-

sent four of five TECOM facilities, four of five

NAVAIRSYSCOM facilities, five of six AFSC facilities and

the one Ballistic Missile Defense Systems Command facility.

Neither all situations nor all possible costs

could be covered in this effort. Therefore, the method
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used for data collection was intended to sample those

costs which are generally applicable to most MRTFB

facilities and users regardless of service affiliation.

The set of cost factors used to sample the practices of

all the different and unique facilities represented by the

MRTFB must of necessity be very general. For the MRTFB as

a whole, the analysis of the responses was to determine

what types of. costs were classified as "direct" by the

majority of the facilities. The influence of the major

commands on the practices of their facilities was analyzed

based on the uniformity of cost classification used by each

command's facilities.

Research Approach

General

Several methods of data gathering were initially

considered including personal interviews, costing of

hypothetical tests and discussion questions. The need for

an instrument that could be quickly completed and analyzed

with no personal contact dictated the use of the approach

described below.

The investigation was divided into two distinct

efforts. The first part consisted of policy capturing at

DOD, service, and major command levels. The results are

presented in Chapter III. The second part of the study con-

sisted of sampling the actual practices of the test

16
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facilities and ranges. The results of the practices

analysis are presented in Chapter IV.

Policy Capturing

Guidance on the uniform funding policy was ana--

lyzed by focusing on the reimbursement policy and on the

accounting classification of costs provided by published

directives.

DOD Directive 3200.11 was summarized with respect

to reimbursement policy and the accounting classification

of costs. This established the baseline for comparing ser-

vice and major command policy guidance.

The Facility Practices

The intent of the investigation into the practices

of the MRTFB facilities was twofold. First, the types of

cost that were classified as direct were to be determined.

Second, the uniformity of facility practices between com-

mands was to be determined.

The basis for the research instrument used to

investigate the facility practices was the Cost Accounting

Standards Disclosure Statement (3: Part 351). That

document serves as a record of the cost accounting proce-

dures used by certain defense contractors. Among other

functions, the disclosure statement indicates how the

contractor measures direct costs (Part I) and classifies

costs as direct or indirect (Part III). The depth and

17
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breadth of a full disclosure statement was beyond the

scope of this effort. However, the idea of allowing the

individual facilities to disclose how they treat indivi-

dual costs was adopted.

Development of the Facility Practices Research

Instrument. Documentation acquired during preliminary

contacts with several of the MRTFB facilities provided the

research team with a substantial body of cost accounting

data. These data were examined to identify cost factors

(i.e., expenses incurred by the facility). These cost

factors were then screened to incorporate into the instru-

ment only those that were of general applicability to most

facilities and users, regardless of service affiliation.

A set of seventy cost factors was identified and incor-

porated into the research instrument.

Data Gathering Technique. Once the cost factors

were identified, the technique to gather the data con-

cerning their treatment and measurement was addressed.

The 18 June 1974 version of DODD 3200.11, a draft revision

of the directive dated 27 April 1979, the Bergquist study

and several accounting texts were reviewed in the develop-

ment of the technque. Two elements were considered

essential to gathering the necessary data, cost classifica-

tion and cost measurement.

18
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Treatment Considerations. In deriving the treat-

ments to be used in the research instrument for the

classification of the cost factors, three different con-

siderations were addressed: accounting classification of

costs, reimbursement of costs and funding of the facility.

Accounting costs may be classified as either

direct or overhead. A direct cost is any cost that is

specifically identifiable to a final cost objective. An

overhead cost is any cost not considered to be a direct

cost. Overhead costs are often further classified as

indirect and general and administrative costs. Indirect

costs are those costs associated with the production of

the final cost objectives but not specifically identi-

fiable to them. G&A costs are those costs associated with

the operation and administration of the activity.

Cost reimbursement is a separate issue from

classifying the costs as either direct or overhead. The

incurrence of a cost may or may not result in the reim-

bursement of that cost.

The funding of the MRTFB facilities derives from

two sources, institutional funds from the parent command

and service and reimbursed funds from the users of the

facility. Institutional funding covers those costs not

reimbursable by users of the facility.
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Cost Treatments. The above considerations led

to the establishment of six different treatments r.
(hereinafter called "cost classifications") to be used in

the research instrument. These "cost classifications" and

their definitions are as follows:

(1) Not Relevant. A cost factor that has no

relevance to the facility.

(2) No Charge. The cost factor is relevant to

the facility but no user of the facility is charged for

the costs incurred.

(3) Direct Charge. A direct charge is associated

with a cost factor that can be consistently and uniformly

identified to a single user.

(4) Indirect Charge. An indirect charge is asso-

ciated with a cost factor that produces a service or a

product to accomplish the mission, but which cannot be

directly identified to a single user.

(5) General and Administrative Charge. A G&A

charge is associated with a cost factor that is not

considered to be either a direct or an indirect charge.

(6) Other Charge. An "other" charge is associated

with a cost factor that is treated in some manner other

than those cited.

It must be recognized that "no charge" is not a

true classification of cost. Rather, it relates to
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whether or not the cost factor is reimbursable. The

inclusion of "no charge" as a cost classification resulted

from a perception of the research team that facilities

were classifying costs based on their being reimbursable

or not reimbursable rather than the costs being direct or

overhead. Thus, the "no charge" cost classification was

included to accommodate this per-eption.

Five measurement types were provided in the

instructions of the research instrument for use in

defining the measurement technique used by the facility

for the cost factors. These measurement types were

defined as:

(1) A - To indicate the charge is based on the

actual rate for the actual quantity.

(2) S - To indicate the charge is based on a

standard rate for a standard quantity.

(3) AS - TO indicate the charge is based on the

actual rate for a standard quantity.

(4) SA - To indicate the charge is based on a

standard rate for the actual quantity.

(5) 0 - To indicate the charge is measured in

some other manner or a combination of the above.

Other Requests. The facility practices research

instrument included a request for a point of contact at the

facility to enable the clarification of any questions the

21
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research team might have concerning the facility's respon-

ses to the instrument. The amount of support for the

three user types was requested so an indication for the

amount of support generated for each of the user types

could be gained. Information about the cost classifica-

tion system used by the facility was requested to deter-

mine if the cost factor analysis would be conducted based

on direct, indirect, and G&A costs or direct and overhead

(an undifferentiated combination of indirect and G&A)

costs.

Termination charge scenarios were added to the

research instrument because the draft revision to DODD

3200.11 dated 27 April 1979 allowed the assessment of ter-

mination charges on the user if he cancelled scheduled

support. It was a point of interest to the research team

to see if this change in the directive would impact the

facilities. The 18 June 1974 version of the directive

does not address this subject.

Once all the component parts of the research

instrument were identified and the instructions for its

completion were written, the Programs and Budget Office at

the 4950th Test Wing was asked to examine the instrument

and comment on it. The complete instrument was then

reviewed with William A. Richardson, DDR&E, Deputy

Director for Test Facilities and Resources, as well as the

service and major command T&E offices. A cover letter
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requesting assistance in the research effort was signed by

Mr. Richardson and included with the research instruments

sent to the facilities. A copy of the package sent to the

facilities can be found in Appendix B.

Analysis Methodology for the Facility Practices.

Each research instrument was reviewed as it was received

to ensure the responses would fit the analysis format.

Any questions concerning the responses were directed to

the designated point of contact at the facility.

After being reviewed, each response from every

facility was consolidated into the Research Instrument

Responses (Appendix C). This set of tables was the data

base used for the facility practices analysis. The com-

ments included on the research instrument were edited for

space reasons during the consolidation, however, their

essence was maintained.

Methodology for User Support Analysis. Analysis

of the types of users supported was based on the portion

of the facilities support provided to each user type.

Methodology for Cost Accounting Analysis. The

cost accounting system analysis was performed by totaling

the number of responses for each of the three cost

accounting systems defined in the research instrument.
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These totals were then compared to determine the cost

accounting system most used by the responding facilities.

Methodology for Termination Charge Analysis. For

each scenario presented in the research instrument, the

number of responses for each allowable response (yes, no,

not applicable) was tallied.

Methodology for Cost Factor Analysis. In ana-

lyzing the cost factor responses three preliminary opera-

tions were performed on each returned research instrument.

First, any instrument with a cost factor

classified as "other" had that response interpreted into

one of the other five cost classifications (not relevent,

no charge, direct charge, indirect charge and G&A charge)

based on the comments included with such a response. Any

such interpretation is noted in Appendix C.

Second, all responses classifying a cost factor as

indirect or G&A had that response translated into a

classification called "overhead." Overhead was substi-

tuted for indirect and G&A because several of the facili-

ties did not use G&A in their cost accounting system. As

a result of these first two operations the cost factor

analysis was accomplished using only four cost

classifications: not relevent, no charge, direct charge

and overhead charge.
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Third, only one cost classification was allowed

for each cost factor. If a research instrument response

included more than one cost classification per cost

factor, that response was adjusted to yield only one cost

classification. This adjustment was made on the basis of

comments provided in the research instrument with the

response and discussions with facility personnel. Any

such adjustments are noted in Appendix C.

For each of the seventy cost factors of the

research instrument the number of esponses in each of the

cost classifications were counted. This count was

accomplished for TECOM respondents only, for NAVAIRSYSCOM

respondents only, for AFSC respondents only and for the

MRTFB as a whole. These counts were then used to generate

the percentage calculations of Appendix D.

The percentages of Appendix D were calculated in

the following manner.

No Charge = Number of No Charge Responses x 100
Number of Number of
Responding - Not Relevent
Facilities Responses

Direct Number of Direct Charge Responses
Charge =x 00

Number of Number of
Responding - Not Relevent
Facilities Responses
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Number of Number of
Overhead Indirect + G&A Charge
Charge = Charge Responses Responses x

Number of Number o 00
Responding - Not Relevent
Facilities Responses

All calculations were rounded to the closest whole

number. Therefore, some round off error may be present

(i.e., the rows of Appendix D may not total to 100

percent.)

For the MRTFB as a whole, the cost factors were

arranged in descending order from 100 percent to 0 percent,

based on the percentage of respondents classifying the

cost factor as a direct charge. The logical groups that

emerged from this arrangement were analyzed for the common

element or elements among the cost factors of the group.

Additional analysis was performed for each group

based on the most prevalent cost classification of the

cost factor when the direct charge classification was

ignored.

The major command uniformity was assessed based

on the number of cost factors with 100 percent classi-

fication agreement among the facilities within the command.

Limitations

The depth of the study that could be accomplished

in the approximately six months of thesis effort required

simplification and some reduction in scope. Data on cost
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measurement was collected, but analysis of the data could

not be accomplished within the available time.

Limited travel funds prevented visiting the test

facilities. It would have been desirable to spend some

time examining how different facilities went about distri-

buting costs to various tests. One trip to Washington

D.C. was made to coordinate the research effort and

research instrument with the various headquarters and to

obtain the requisite implementing directives for the

policy analysis.

Assumptions

First, for facility practices, reimbursements

were assumed to be consistent with DODD 3200.11.

Therefore, the classification of the cost (direct,

indirect, G&A) determines the reimbursement made by a

given user. For the policy effort reimbursement con-

sistency was a part of the investigation and was not

assumed.

Second, it was assumed that the facility responses

on the research instrument would be candid even where

variance with service and command policies did exist.

Anonymity was promised to the facilities in order to

ensure complete and candid replies.

Consistency in the classification and measurement

of costs independent of the type of user was assumed. For
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example, a direct cost for a DOD user would be a direct

cost for a Department of Transportation user.
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CHAPTER III

POLICY GUIDANCE ANALYSIS

DOD Guidance

The major DOD guidance on reimbursement policy and

on the classification of costs for the MRTFB is DOD

Directive 3200.11. Five sections of the directive were

applicable to the analysis: Objective, Policy,

Authorities and Responsibilities, Financial, and

Definitions.

objective

The objective of this Directive is to insure provision
of effective test and operational support by facili-
tating joint use of the MRTFB, by consolidating and
standardizing management responsibilities at
appropriate levels, and by setting forth uniform
operating procedures [20:21.

Funding is a function of each element of the

directive's objective (use, management, and operation).

Uniform funding can result from standardized management

and uniform operating procedures. Although funding is not

mentioned directly, the basis for the uniform funding policy

thus is established in the objective.

Policy

No part of the policy section requires uniform

funding. The thrust of this section is to establish who
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may use the MRTFB, what the management structure is, and

how coordinated use of facilities is to be accomplished.

Authorities and

Responsibilities

Within the Authorities and Responsibilities

Section, the uniform funding policy is affected by three

levels (service, facility, and user).

First, the service secretaries are expected to

"...plan and budget for all costs and fund for other than

direct costs..." (20:4). Further, they are to replace

or repair general purpose equipment and real property

damaged or lost during T&E programs, except in high risk

testing where the user is liable.

Second, facility commanders are responsible for

their local budgets and for committing resources to

programs, based in part on financial considerations.

Finally, facility users are expected to plan,

budget, and fund for the costs of support as stated in the

financial section of the directive.

Financial

Funding of the Major Ranges and Test Facilities is
designed to assure the most effective development and
testing of materiel. It should provide for inter-
service capability, efficiency and equity, without
influencing technical decisions on testing, nor
inhibiting legitimate and valid testing (20:8].

Thus, the intent of the funding policy appears to

be the establishment of a market structure for test and
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evaluation to obtain goals of efficiency and equity. As

in a market, there is an attempt to establish a pseudo-

price system, the uniform funding policy, for resource

allocation. It is not a true price system, however,

because the policy concentrates on reimbursement policy

and not on costs. As discussed in Chapter I, the directive

prescribes that DOD and other federal agencies reimburse

direct costs, excluding military labor, while non-federal

agencies, commercial users and foreign governments reim-

burse full costs.

Full costs are determined under DOD Instruction

7230.7, "User Charges." That instruction provides policy

for charging parties that receive special benefit from a

governmental activity, establishes guidelines for the deter-

mination of charges, and sets fees for certain services.

Charges include labor accelerated for fringe benefits, an

asset use charge for depreciation and interest on invest-

ment and an administrative surcharge.

Definitions

The DOD guidance on cost classification is limited

to the following definition:

K. Direct Costs. Those expenses which can be imme-
diately and directly identified with a specific User
program (usually documented by a job order). These
costs include direct labor, direct material, minor
construction, special purpose equipment and other
like costs. They include all such expenses that can
with reasonable effort be identified consistently and
uniformly to specific User programs. The direct cost
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for labor includes a load factor covering items such
as leave and contributions to the retirement program
[20:Encl. 31.

No further explanation is provided.

DOD Summary

DOD Directive 3200.11 is the baseline document for

this research. The services' and major commands' imple-

mentation should be consistent with the directive. There

are two aspects to the uniform funding policy, reimburse-

ment policy and the accounting treatment of costs, that

are to be investigated.

Reimbursement policy is defined to be the deci-

sion as to which classes of costs will be paid by the

various types of users. For the purpose of this research,

the accounting treatment of costs is defined to be the

classification of costs as direct, indirect, or general

and administrative. The combination of reimbursement

policy and accounting treatment of costs determines how

much of the costs of operating the facility will be

user funded.

Service Guidance

Each service's formal implementation of the uniform

funding policy is described below. Analysis is then per-

formed on the services as a group. The analysis covers the

consistency of reimbursement policy and cost classification

with DOD guidance.
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Prior to 1975, Army T&E facilities used an auto-

mated cost accounting system for distributing expenses in

accordance with DOD Instruction 7220.24, "Accounting for

Research and Development." (6:7). As a result, the

effort required to implement DODD 3200.11 was largely

limited to compliance with the reimbursement policy.

Because this minor change was all that was required

to operationalize the uniform funding policy, the Department

of the Army's formal implementation of DODD 3200.11 is a

letter from the Office of the Adjutant General that

transmits the directive. The letter does not expand on the

directive, but does establish a Headquarters Army point of

contact for the interpretation of guidance and resolution of

conflicts with existing directives.

According to the Joint Logistics Commanders'

panel, prior to the uniform funding policy three Navy

facilities were industrially funded and two were institu-

tionally funded. The institutionally funded activities

used fiscal year 1974 as a mock implementation period to

develop a job order cost accounting system based on the

methods used at the industrially funded facilities.

The Department of the Navy guidance on user costs

derives from three sources: OPNAV Instruction 3900.25A,
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The Navy Comptroller Manual, and the Navy Industrial Fund

Handbook.

OPNAV Instruction 3900.25A. OPNAV Instruction

3900.25A, "Use, Management and Operation of Department of

Defense Major Ranges and Test Facilities," explains the DOD

directive and directs coordination between potential users

and the individual facilities. The Navy instruction aligns

the reimbursement policy of the Navy's MRTFB members with

that directed by DOD. No mention of cost accounting is made

Navy Comptroller Manual P-1000. The "Navy Comp-

troller Manual" reiterates the reimbursement requirements

of DOD Directive 3200.11 and provides a definition of direct

costs that has no substantive differences from that of DODD

3200.11. For nonfederal users, the manual specifically

implements the requirements of DOD Instruction 7230.7, "User

Charges."

NAVSO P-3045. The "Navy Industrial Fund Handbook

for Research, Development, Test and Evaluation Activities,"

NAVSO P-3045, devotes a chapter to the MRTFB. That chapter

repeats the reimbursement policy of the DOD directive and

provides for the accounting treatment of T&E events.

Policy about which costs are direct and which are indirect

is not included, except for aircraft operations and labor

acceleration (accrued liabilities for leave and fringe
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benefits) of direct labor, which are stated to be direct

costs. The "Navy Industrial Fund Handbook" glossary pro-

vides a definition of direct cost that is essentially

identical to the definition provided by DODD 3200.11.

Air Force

All of the Air Force's T&E facilities were institu-

tionally funded prior to the uniform funding policy.

Implementation of the policy was accomplished by the facil-

ity comptrollers. Steering committees at each facility

assisted in cost classification (6:8).

The Department of the Air Force policy on MRTFB

funding is contained in three directives: AFM 172-1, "USAF

Budget Manual;" AFR 80-19, "Support of Nongovernmental

Test and Evaluation;" and AFR 177-8, "User Charges."

AFM 172-1. Air Force Manual 172-1, "USAF Budget

Manual," restates the reimbursement policy of the DOD

directive and includes a near-identical definition of direct

costs. In terms of cost classification, depot level main-

tenance and actually procured repair parts are specifi-

cally excluded from direct costs. No further expansion of

the directive is provided.

A change to AFM 172-1 to be effective in fiscal

year 1981 expands the definition of direct costs by

including examples. One change from the existing directive
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is that a pro-rata share of depot level maintenance will

normally be included as a direct cost to users (11).

AFR 80-19. Air Force Regulation 80-19, "Support of

Nongovernmental Test and Evaluation," specifically addresses

the requirements of DODD 3200.11. It primarily addresses

reimbursement policy and is consistent with the DOD

directive. For cost classification, AFR 177-8, "User

Charges," is referenced.

AFR 177-8. Air Force Regulation 177-8, "User

Charges," applies to non-governmental activities. Like the

Navy Comptroller Manual, it specifically implements DOD

Instruction 7230.7, "User Charges."

Service Analysis

The Army is consistent with the DOD directive in

regard to reimbursement policy and cost classification, but

does not provide clarification since the implementation is a

letter of transmittal. The Navy's guidance is consistent

with DOD on reimbursement policy and on cost classification.

No expansion or explanation of the accounting treatment of

costs is provided, however. Air Force policy is consistent

with DOD on reimbursement policy and cost classification.

Some expansion on classification of costs is provided,

although that expansion is limited to a few specific items.
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Major Command Implementation

Each major command's formal implementation of

DODD 3200.11 is described below. Analysis is then per-

formed on the commands as a group. The analysis covers

the consistency of reimbursement policy and cost classifi-

cation with DOD guidance.

Test and Evaluation Command

Army Test and Evaluation Command Regulation 37-5,

"Installations' Concepts, Principles, and Responsibilities,"

establishes policy for uniform funding at Army MRTFB

facilities. The regulation reiterates the reimbursement

policy of DODD 3200.11.

The definition of direct costs used by TECOM dif-

fers from the Navy and Air Force versions that derive from

DOD Instruction 7230.7. The Air Force and Navy versions

require immediate identification to a job order, while

TECOM requires only reasonable identification. The prac-

tical difference between the definitions is negligible.

Cost accounting literature does not normally require imme-

diate identification for direct costs.

For purposes of cost classification, improvement

and modernization, idle or under-utilized capacity (except

as caused by user actions), and base operations are iden-

tified as indirect costs. Full costs for non-federal

users are based on DOD Instruction 7230.7.
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Naval Air Systems Command

a The Naval Air Systems Command has not published

formal guidance on DODD 3200.11. Implementation of the

directive is based on the guidance provided by OPNAV

Instruction 3900.25A and the Navy Comptroller Manual.

Policy guidance from the major command level is expressed

through direct communication with the T&E facilities.

Air Force Systems Command

Air Force Systems Command (AFSC) has issued two

regulations that establish policy and procedures for fund-

ing test and evaluation: AFSC Regulation 172-8, "Budgeting

and Funding for Test and Evaluation," and AFSC Regulation

177-4, "User Charges."

AFSC Regulation 172-8, "Budgeting and Funding for

Test and Evaluation," restates the DODD 3200.11 reimburse-

ment policy. In terms of cost classification, the regula-

tion defines direct and indirect costs and lists items that

fall under each classification. The list is more extensive

than the Army or Navy activities have provided.

APSCR 177-8, "User Charges" applies to non-

federal users. It expands AFR 177-8, "User Charges," for

Air Force Systems Command and is consistent with DOD

Instruction 7230.7.
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Major Command Analysis

Army Test and Evaluation Command's guidance is

consistent with DOD on reimbursement policy and classifica-

tion of costs. Although a few costs are specifically

identified as direct or indirect, that list is limited in

scope. Naval Air Systems Command's guidance is on an

informal level and hence cannot be considered here. Air

Force Systems Command is consistent with DOD on reimbur-

sement policy and cost classification. A fairly extensive

accounting treatment is provided in AFSC Regulation 172-8.

That treatment provides examples of direct and indirect

costs. Air Force Systems Command appears to be more

prescriptive about how costs are to be classified than the

other major commands.

Findings

Within the military departments, the level and

depth of formal policy guidance varies. Within the Army,

the major command has issued the guidance. Navy guidance

is largely controlled at the service level. The Air Force

has issued guidance at both the service and major command

levels.

With respect to reimbursement policy, the policy

guidance provided to the facilities by the services and

major commands is consistent with DOD Directive 3200.11.
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The guidance for the classification of costs

provided by DODD 3200.11 is limited to definitions. When

applied to specific test situations, it appears that

numerous interpretations of how to classify costs are *1

possible. The services and commands have also provided

little guidance on how to classify costs, with the

possible exception of Air Force Systems Command. For non-

federal users, DOD Instruction 7230.7, "User Charges," is

referenced by all three military departments for the deter-

mination of full costs.

I
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CHAPTER IV

ANALYSIS OF FACILITY PRACTICES

DOD, service and major command directives, regula-

tions and manuals guide the facilities in the establish-

ment of their cost accounting system. The facility,

however, is responsible for implementing its own system to

handle the unique requirements of its testing support

activities. This chapter investigates the actual prac-

tices of the individual facilities as indicated by the

responses to the facility practices research instrument.

The sequence for presentation of the analysis is:

user support, cost classification system, cost factor

responses and termination charges.

User Support

The facilities were requested to estimate the

amount of support they provide for each of three user

types; DOD, other federal and non-federal. DOD users were

defined as members of the military establishment. Other

federal users were defined as any element of the federal

government other than DOD. Non-federal users were defined

as any agency or activity outside the federal government.
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Discussion

Table 1 presents the data received from the four-

teen responding facilities concerning the amount of sup-

port provided to DOD, other federal and non-federal users.

The table shows the portion of support (expressed as a

percentage) given to each user type by each facility.

Findings

For twelve of the fourteen facilities more than

90 percent of the effort is to support DOD users. If the

DOD and Other Federal columns are combined, more than

94 percent of the effort of all fourteen facilities is to

support users that reimburse only direct costs (under the

18 June 1974 version of DODD 3200.11).

Because the support provided by MRTFB facilities

is predominately to direct-cost-reimbursing customers, the

cost factor analysis concentrated on direct costs.

Cost Classification

Three types of cost classification systems were

defined in the research instrument. The facilities were

asked to indicate which type of classification system was

used: (1) direct and indirect costs only, (2) direct,

indirect and G&A costs, or (3) direct and overhead (an

undifferentiated combination of indirect and G&A) costs.
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Table 1

USERS SUPPORTED

DOD Other Federal Nonfederal
M% M% M%

Army

1 99 -b -b
2 95 3 2
3 95 4 :1
4 95 5 0
5 92 7 1

6 9 9 .5 a 0.2 0.3
7 95 1 4
8 95 0 5
9 96 3 1

Air Force

10 57 38.5 4.5
11 97 3 0
12 82 12 6

13 98 lb 45

a99 percent Navy; 0.5 percent other DOD.

Lebs than 1 percent.

SOURCE: Appendix C, page 100.
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Shown in Table 2 are the responses received con-

cerning the cost classifications used in the facilities'

cost accounting system. It is apparent that the majority

of the facilities classify costs as direct, indirect and

general and administrative.

Table 2

COST CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM

Type Number Percentage

Direct and
Indirect only 2 14%

Direct, Indirect
and G&A 11 79%

Direct and Overhead 1 7%

SOURCE: Appendix C, page 101.

Analysis of Cost Factors

The facilities were provided seventy cost factors

in the research instrument. For each cost factor the

facility was to indicate how the cost factor was charged.

Six cost classifications were allowed: not relevant, no

charge, direct charge, indirect charge, G&A charge and

other. In the analysis a classification of "Not Relevant"

was used to reduce the denominator when making the percen-

tage calculations. A classification of "Other" was
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interpreted as no charge, direct charge, indirect charge,

or G&A charge based on the comments included with such a

response. Since three of the facilities did not use G&A

in their cost accounting system, classifications of

indirect and G&A were combined into a single classifica-

tion, "Overhead." Therefore, the cost factor analysis was

accomplished with three charge classifications, no charge,

direct charge and overhead charge.

As noted in Chapter II, Methodology, "No Charge"

is not a true cost classification. However, because its

inclusion was based on perceived facility practices and

since responses were received using that classification,

"No Charge" was used in the analysis.

MRTFB As A Whole

The first analysis conducted was the examination

of all fourteen facilities as whole. The objective was to

detect any similarity in the classification of the cost

factors. Similarity was measured with respect to direct

charge classification. Once groups of cost factors

classified similarly were identified, each group was scru-

tinized for the common element among the cost factors.

Table 3 presents the logical groupings that emerged as the

cost factors were analyzed and the commonality that was

found. The following sections discuss each group in

detail.
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Table 3

MRTFB COST FACTOR GROUPS
Cost Factor Groupings Based on the Level of Agreement
(Percentage) Among the Facilities About Classifying

the Cost Factor as A Direct Charge

Group Agreement Cost Factorsa Commonality

I 100% 4.2, 4.3, 7.2, 9.2 User test
9.4, 11.3, 12.3, 14.2, require-

20.4, 21.3, 23.2, 24.5 ments

II 80 - 99% 5.1, 5.2, 6.1, 6.2, User
10.2, 10.3, 10.4, 13.3 primary
14.5, 15.3, 16.2, 16.3 support
16.4, 17.2, 18.3, 19.2
21.4

III 40 - 79% 3.2, 3.3, 4.1, 7.1, User
8.2, 8.3, 9.3, 10.1, secondary
11.2, 12.2, 13.1, 14.1, support
14.3, 14.4, 15.2, 15.4,
15.5, 16.1, 20.3, 21.2,
22.1

IV 0 - 39% 3.1, 8.1, 9.1, 11.1 Facility
12.1, 13.2, 15.1, 17.1, maintenance
18.1, 18.2, 19.1, 20.1,
20.2, 21.1, 22.2, 23.1,
24.1, 24.2, 24.3, 24.4

aCost factor numbering is: Research Instrument

page number.Cost factor number.

SOURCE: Appendix Dl.
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User Test Requirements (Group I). All facilities

to which the cost factors were relevant agreed that these

twelve cost factors should be assessed as a direct charge

to the user of the facility. None of the facilities

classified these cost factors as either "No Charge" or

"Overhead Charge."

Examination of the cost factor wording reveals

that each of the cost factors in this group had reference

to the user's test requirements. For example, cost factor

14.2, "Programmer effort to code programs to meet a user's

requirements" and cost factor 23.2, "Materials/supplies,

including POL, consumed by the facility in supporting a

specific user" are typical of the cost factors of this

group. Therefore, the group commonality was termed to be

"User Test Requirements."

User Primary Support (Group II). The facilities to

which the seventeen cost factors of this group were rele-

vant had 80 to 99 percent agreement about the classifica-

tion of these cost factors as direct. This represents, at

most, two facilities disagreeing with the assessment of a

direct charge.

For those one or two facilities that did not agree

with the majority about classifying these cost factors as

direct, Table 4 presents the second most preferred classi-

fication. The majority of these seventeen cost factors
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Table 4

SECONDARY ANALYSIS: GROUP II
The Second Most Preferred Classification of the
Seventeen Cost Factors of Group II (Table 3)

No No Overhead
Charge Preference Charge

3 of 17 2 of 17 12 of 17

18% 12% 70%

SOURCE: Table 3 and Appendix Dl.

(12 of 17 or 70 percent) were classified as overhead

charges by those facilities not classifying them as direct

charges. Three of the cost factors (18 percent) were

classified as no charge. Two of the cost factors (10.3

and 14.5) had the facilities evenly divided about how to

classify them, that is, no preference for either no charge

or overhead charge was evident.

The cost factor statements of this group all dealt

with normal facility support that would be readily iden-

tifiable to a single user of the facility. For example,

cost factor 14.5, "ADPE expendibles either provided to the

user or consumed in his behalf" and cost factor 6.1,

*Ordinance handling" are typical of this group of cost

factors. Therefore, the group was termed "User Primary

Support."
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User Secondary Support (Group III). Twenty-one of

the cost factors fall into Group III. For the facilities

to which these cost factors were relevant, 40 to 79 per-

cent classified the cost as a direct charge to the user.

This 40 to 79 percent means that at least three, and as

many as eight, of the facilities did not classify these

costs as direct charges. Despite the low level of

agreement, direct charge was still the predominant charge

used by the facilities for this group of cost factors.

Table 5 presents the second most preferred classi-

fication for the twenty-one cost factors of this group.

Although there is no clear majority of the costs being

classified "No Charge," there are more classified "No

Charge" than classified "Overhead Charge."

Typical of the cost factors of this group are 7.1

"Normal pre-mission and/or post-mission calibration/

checkout of instrumentation system(s)" and 13.1, "Geodetic

Surveys." Other cost factors of this group dealt with fre-

quency management, ground safety, personnel transportation,

communication systems, utility consumption, supervisory per-

sonnel and contract administration. All of these costs are

required to accomplish the user's test, however, they

indirectly or secondarily support the test. Therefore, this

group was labeled "User Secondary Support."
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Table 5

SECONDARY ANALYSIS: GROUP III
The Second Most Preferred Classification of the
Twenty-One Cost Factors of Group III (Table 3)

No No Overhead
Charge Preference Charge

10 of 21 5 of 21 6 of 21

48% 24% 28%

SOURCE: Table 3 and Appendix Dl.

Facility Maintenance (Group IV). Direct charge

was clearly not the preferred classification for the

twenty cost factors of this group. Only 0 to 39 percent

of the relevant facilities classified these cost factors

as a direct charge. This represents between zero and

four of the facilities classifying these cost factors as a

direct charge.

Table 6 presents the results of the secondary anal-

ysis performed on this cost factor group. This secondary

analysis consisted of sorting the cost factors based on

the most preferred cost classification. As can be seen,

the clear majority (80 percent) of the cost factors in the

group were classified as "No Charge."

The cost factor statements of this group often

included reference to "level-of-capability" and "normal

operation." Typical are 8.1, "Normal testing of real
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Table 6

SECONDARY ANALYSIS: GROUP IVThe Second Most Preferred Classification of the

Twenty Cost Factors of Group IV (Table 3)

No No Overhead
Charge Preference Charge

16 of 20 3 of 20 1 of 20

80% 15% 5%

SOURCE: Table 3 and Appendix Dl.

property and equipment to maintain the level-of-capability

and 13.2, "Observations and/or measurements of weather

conditions made as a part of normal facility operation."

Therefore, the group was labeled "Facility Maintenance."

MRTFB Findings. Based on the preceding

discussions, the following findings are stated for each

of the groups.

Group I. If a user levies requirements onto the

facility for test support, there will be a direct charge

assessed for the support generated. There was no dis-

agreement among the facilities about charging direct for

user test requirements.

Group II. The majority of the facilities charge

direct for the primary support of a user. These are

normal support costs that can readily be identified to a

single user. It appears that primary support is normally
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charged to a user although some facilities use an overhead

charge rather than a direct charge.

Group III. Secondary, or indirect, support is

charged as a direct charge by many of the facilities.

Conversely, there are many that feel the cost factors of

this group are "No Charge" to the user. Secondary support

is more difficult than primary support to trace to a spe-

cific user.

Group IV. Maintaining the normal functions of the

facility is classified "No Charge" by most of the

facilities. The cost of operating and maintaining the

facility at a level-of-capability is not passed on to the

user by most of the facilities.

Summary of MRTFB Cost Factor Responses. As a

whole, the MRTFB facilities indicate that costs are

treated as direct charges when they relate to the direct

support of a user's test. This includes both the user's

requirements and primary support of the test mission. As

the costs get less traceable to a specific user, (i.e.,

secondary test support), the classification of the charges

as direct is less prevalent. Costs associated with main-

taining the facility are generally classified as "No

Charge."
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Major Command Cost Factor Responses

Cost factors were analyzed for the three major

commands that have more than one MRTFB facility. This

analysis was to determine the level of uniformity within

each command and to determine if any command had a higher

degree of uniformity than any other.

Discussion

Every cost factor that had 100 percent agreement

concerning the charge classification (within each major

command) is included in Table 7. The table shows that

each command had 40 to 44 percent agreement among its

facilities charge classification practices for the

research instrument's seventy cost factors. There is no

apparent difference between the commands in the unifor-

mity of their facilities charge classification practices.

Findings

The major commands all exhibit about the same

level of uniformity in the practices of their facilities.

There is insufficient evidence to show that any major com-

mand has higher uniformity of facility cost classifica-

tion practices than any other command.
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Table 7

COMMAND PRACTICES UNIFORMITY
Number of Cost Factors Treated Identically by all

Facilities within the Command by Cost Classsification
and Total

Classification TECOM NAVAIR AFSC

No Charge 1 1 5

Direct Charge 25 27 26

Overhead Charge 3 0 0

Total 29 (41%) 28 (40%) 31 (44%)

SOURCE: Appendixes D2, D3, and D4.

Termination Charges

Draft revisions to DODD 3200.11 have included a

provision to allow the facilities to charge the user for

cancellation of support. As a point of interest, four

termination charge scenarios were included in the research

instrument. The scenarios varied in the amount of user

support provided by the facility and the amount of user

involvement with the facility. Scenario A had the least

support and involvement. Termination was assumed to occur

after project order acceptance but before support started.

Progressively more support and involvement were included

in scenarios B and C. Scenario D had the most support and

involvement of the four. It involved the user not showing
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up for the scheduled support. Responses were based on

existing facility practices.

Discussion

Table 8 presents the responses to the termination

charge scenarios. Both numerical and percentage figures

are shown for each response-scenario combination. Most of

the facilities (71 percent) do not charge for termination

of requested support if the cancellation is prior to the

commencement of support (Scenario A). Almost half (43

percent) of the facilities do charge for termination of

scheduled support activities if cancellation is prior to

some predetermined deadline (Scenario B). The majority

(79 percent) charge for cancellation after the deadline

and for not showing up (Scenarios C and D, respectively).

Table 8

TERMINATION CHARGES

Scenario Scenario Scenario Scenario
Response A B C D

Yes 4 (29%) 6 (43%) 11 (79%) 11 (79%)

No 10 (71%) 8 (57%) 2 (14%) 1 (7%)

N/A 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (7%) 2 (14%)

SOURCE: Appendix C, page 102.
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The comments included with the responses (Appendix

C, page 102) indicate that the facility assesses the

actual costs incurred on the user's behalf as the termina-

tion charge.

Findings

Based on the responses received from fourteen of

the eighteen facilities, there will not be a major impact

upon the facilities if a termination charge provision is

included in the revised DODD 3200.11. Presently, the

majority of the facilities do assess a termination charge

to the user (in the amount of the actual costs incurred)

for the cancellation or non-use of scheduled support. The

user may be relieved of some pecuniary liability if the

facility is able to substitute another test program for

the terminating user.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In Chapter III it was determined that the

services' and major commands' policy guidance is con-

sistent with DOD Directive 3200.11 for both reimbursement

policy and the classification of costs. In Chapter IV it

was found that the classification of costs by the facili-

ties appears to depend on the traceability of the cost

factor.

General Conclusion

Based on the information derived during this

investigation, the following conclusion can be reached for

user test requirements, user primary support and facility

maintenance: The uniform funding policy of DOD Directive

3200.11 is fairly uniform; that is, like costs incurred in

similar circumstances at different facilities usually

result in a similar classification of those costs.

Policy Guidance Conclusions

Conclusions About DOD

Level Guidance

At the Department of Defense level, guidance is con-

tained in DODD 3200.11. This directive is the source for
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guidance concerning reimbursement policy and classification

of costs as it pertains to the MRTFB facilities.

Reimbursement policy is very explicit. Users will reimburse

for the costs incurred by facilities in providing support

for the user. The costs to be reimbursed are based on the

classification of the user. DOD and other federal govern-

ment users reimburse for the direct costs of the support

provided, while non-federal government users and all others

pay for the full cost of the support provided.

DOD Directive 3200.11 uses a single paragraph to

define direct costs and refers to DODI 7230.7 for the

definition of full cost. No criteria is given in either

the directive or the instruction for differentiating a

direct cost from an overhead cost.

Conclusions About Service

Level Guidance

For the most part, the services have simply

repeated or transmitted the DOD uniform funding policy on

to their major commands.

Little, if any, clarification about cost classifi-

cation has been provided by the services. The services

are not inconsistent with DOD in this regard. What

guidance that has been provided is found in the service

comptroller manuals. The definitions of direct cost found

in the comptroller manuals are essentially the same as those

provided by DOD.
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Conclusions About Major

Command Guidance

At the major command level some additional

guidance is provided concerning the cost definitions.

TECOM has expressly defined some costs as indirect.

NAVAIRSYSCOM, through a continuous dialogue with the faci-

lities has established an informal method of providing

definitions. AFSC has issued the most detailed formal

guidance about what is a direct cost.

All three major commands follow and reiterate the

DOD reimbursement policy to their facilities.

Facility Practices Conclusions

Conclusions About the
MRTFB as a Whole

The practices of the facilities are fairly consis-

tent in what costs are classified as direct charges to the

user of the facility and what costs are not direct charges.

Costs associated with user testing requirements and user

primary support are usually classified as a direct charge to

the user. Based on the definitions provided by the major

commands, the services and DOD, this is a logical result.

The definitions provided define a direct cost as being

identifiable to a specific user, which these costs usually

are. The costs associated with a user's test requirements

and a user's primary support are readily identifiable to

that user.
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Almost as consistent was the classification of

facility maintenance costs as other than direct. The

costs of maintaining the facility's level-of-capability

cannot be identified to a single user, therefore, most

of the facilities considered these costs to be "No

Charge."

The gray area in the practices of the facilities

was in the classification of costs associated with user

secondary support. These were the costs incurred by the

facility that benefit the various users, but are not t
readily identifiable to a specific user. Some facilities

considered these costs to be "No Charge" while others con-

sidered these costs to be a "Direct Charge." Still others

considered the costs to be an "Overhead Charge."

Conclusions About Major

Command Uniformity

No one command had a greater uniformity in its

facilities cost classification practices than any other

command. The level of consistency within each command is

40 to 44 percent. Therefore, the extent to which each

command has affected its facilities cost classification

practices appears to be is about equal.

Conclusions About Assessments

and Reimbursements

Assessment and reimbursement are distinct but

related activities. Reimbursement is made only for those
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costs assessed to the user for which the user is liable.

Assessment of costs is made without regard to the user's

liability to reimburse the costs. For example, no labor

reimbursement will be made for any of the labor costs

incurred unless these costs are assessed. The assessment

of labor costs may be made in the form of cost for direct

military labor and direct civilian labor. A DOD or other

federal government user would then reimburse only for the

direct civilian labor costs while a non-federal government

user would reimburse for both labor costs.

There seems to be some confusion concerning this

distinction between classifying costs and reimbursing the

costs judging by some of the comments included in the

returned research instruments. Two examples serve to

illustrate this point.

1. The classification of some cost factors as an

indirect charge was accompanied by the comment: "Charged

to non-federal government users only." By definition an

indirect cost can be assessed to every user. Its reim-

bursement by non-federal users only, however, is a

financing requirement which is separate from (but dependent

on) the accounting classification of costs.

2. The classification of a cost factor as a

direct charge was followed by the comment: "DOD users are

not charged for the support provided by military person-

nel." By definition,a user only reimburses those costs
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for which he is liable, DOD users are not liable for mili-

tary labor. Military labor may, however, be a direct cost

of T&E support provided to DOD users.

The explicit nature of the reimbursement policy

and the general nature of cost classification guidance has

resulted in the use (by some facilities) of reimbursement

liability of a cost as the basis for determining whether

or not an incurred cost is to be assessed. Such

facilities appear to be concerned with whether a cost is

to be reimbursed rather than being concerned with the

proper classification of costs as direct or overhead and

the resultant assessment of charges. The use of "No

Charge" as a cost classification, as discussed in Chapter

IV, lends additional evidence to this conclusion.

Conclusions About Reimbursement

Management

The reimbursement policy for the MRTFB facilities

is very explicit, but the definition of direct cost is not.

This dichotomy could lead to management of the level of

reimbursement to be achieved by the facility and thereby,

management of the accounting classification of cost. If a

target reimbursement level were established for a faci-

lity, the facility would have to adjust the accounting

system to obtain the target reimbursement level.

Since at least 94 percent of the support provided

by the facilities is to direct-cost-reimbursing users
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(i.e., DOD and other federal users), the reimbursement level

could be increased only by the expansion of the definition

of direct cost. One approach to this expansion could be

by the use of standard rates.

An excellent example of this would be aircraft

depot level maintenance. This expense, when incurred, is

for the benefit of numerous users; therefore, it would nor-

mally be considered an indirect or overhead expense.

However, if the cost of the maintenance were spread over

the anticipated number of flying hours until the next depot

level overhaul, a flying hour rate could be established

which includes this indirect cost. Then, any time the

aircraft is flown for user support a direct charge to the

user for the depot level maintenance could be made. In

this manner a typically indirect cost can be converted into

a direct cost.

This use of standard rates could explain the lack

of uniformity found in the "User Secondary Support" group

of Table 3. Some facilities may have used the standard

rate mechanism to assess a direct charge; others may have

assessed a true overhead cost and still others may not have

made any assessment at all.

Cost Classification Recommendations

The conclusions cited above point out that there is

uniformity of a sort among the MRTFB facilities and that
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this uniformity was achieved through differing implemen-

tation methods. There is, however, room for improvement in

the uniformity of the cost classification practices of the

MRTFB. Greater uniformity can be achieved with more

clarity in the guidance issued by DOD, the services and the

major commands. The following recommendations are made

with this point in mind and with the assumption that uni-

formity is a goal of the uniform funding policy of DOD

Directive 3200.11.

Recommendations About

Cost Definitions

The definitions of direct, indirect, and G&A costs

should be expanded to include criteria for determining

which classification to use for the expenses incurred by

the facility. These criteria could be based upon those

cited by the Cost Accounting Standards or the Defense

Acquisition Regulation.

Recommendations About
Assessment and
Reimbursement

The differentiation between assessing a cost and

reimbursing for that cost should be made more explicit.

All users incur similar costs in the use of the facility

in similar circumstances. The assessment of these costs

to the user should be made without regard to the type of

user incurring the cost. Reimbursement will be made by
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the user to the facility for those cost assessments

for which the user is liable. This differentiation is not

explained in DODD 3200.11 and there appears to be some

confusion concerning the difference.

Recommendation for Further Study

One way to avoid potential cost classification

problems associated with reimbursement level management is

to change the reimbursement policy. Therefore, it is

recommended that the reimbursement policy of DOD Directive

3200.11 be reexamined. The reexamination could start with

a review of the Bergquist Study, especially Alternative II

of that study. Alternative II, "User Funding of Direct

and Some Indirect Costs at All 26 T&E Activities," pro-

posed that all users reimburse for the direct costs of

testing and some indirect costs.

Federal government users (both DOD and non-DOD)

represent at least 94 percent of the MRTFB support.

Allowing direct costs and some indirect costs to be reim-

bursed by this group of users will enable the facilities

to achieve higher reimbursement levels without having to

artificially expand the definition of direct cost.
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APPENDIX A

MRTFB FACILITIES
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A-I MRTFB FACILITIES OPERATING UNDER THE
UNIFORM FUNDING POLICY (JUNE 1980)

US Army--Test and Evaluation Command

Aberdeen Proving Ground (APG)
Dugway Proving Ground (DPG)
Electronics Proving Ground (EPG)
White Sands Missile Range (WSMR)
Yuma Proving Ground (YPG)

US Army--Ballistic Missile
Defense Systems Command

Kwajalein Missile Range (KMR)

US Navy--Naval Air Systems Command

Naval Air Propulsion Center (NAPC)
Naval Air Test Center (NATC)
Naval Weapons Center (NWC)
Naval Underwater Systems Center (NUSC)
Pacific Missle Test Center (PMTC)

US Air Force--Air Force Systems Command

Air Force Flight Test Center (AFFTC)
Armament Division (AD)
Arnold Engineering & Development Center (AEDC)
Space and Missile Test Organization (SAMTO)

Including:
Eastern Space & Missile Center (ESMC)
Western Space & Missile Center (WSMC)

4950th Test Wing (4950 TW)

USAF--Tactical Air Command

554th Range Group (554 RG)
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A-2 ORIGINAL MRTFB FACILITIES
(FROM DODD3200.11, ENCL 1, 18 JUNE 1974)

National Ranges Management Agency

White Sands Missile Range (WSMR) Army
Kwajalein Missile Range (KMR) Army
Pacific Missile Range (PMR) Navy
National Parachute Test Range (NPTR) Navy
Eastern Test Range (ETR) Air Force
Space & Missile Test Center (SAMTEC) Air Force
*Satellite Control Faclity (SCF) Air Force
Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC) Air Force

Major DOD Test Facilities Management Agency

Dugway Proving Ground (DPG) Army
*Arctic Test Center (ATC) Army
*Tropic Test Center (TTC) Army
Yuma Proving Ground (YPG) Army
*Jefferson Proving Ground (JPG) Army
Electronic Proving Ground (EPG) Army
Aberdeen Proving Ground (APG) Army

(Material Test Directorate Only)
*Atlantic Underwater Test &

Evaluation Center (AUTEC) Navy
*Naval Air Test Center (NATC) Navy
Naval Air Propulsion Test Center (N nTC) Navy
Naval Air Test Facility (NATF) Navy
Naval Weapons Center (NWC) Navy

(T&E Portion Only)
*Atlantic Fleet Weapons Range (AFWR) Navy
Air Force Special Weapons Center (AFSWC) Air Force

(Includes 6585th Test Group)
Tactical Fighter Weapons Center (TFWC) Air Force

(Continental Operations Range Only)
Air Force Flight Test Center (AFFTC) Air Force
Armament Development and Test

Center (ADTC) Air Force
*Air Defense Weapons Center Air Force

*Exempt from uniform funding policy
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OFFICE OF TE4 UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

WASMINGTON DC 20301O

irENGINEEIRING

H~EMORANDUIM FOR NAVAL AIR SYSTEMS; COMMIANO/AIR 06
AFSC/TE

TECOM/DRSTE-CP

SUBJECT: DDo Directive 3200.11 Uniform Funding Policy

DoO Directive 3200.11, "Use, Managemeent and Operation of the Department of
Defense Major Ranges and Test Facilities," requires that certain ranges
and test facilities ". . . will be funded in a uniform manner." Captains
Phillip Swanson and Randall Solleau. students at the Air Force institute
of Technology, have undertaken a study to determine whether like costs
incurred in like circumstances are charged in a uniform manner. The
approach is twofold:

a. Trace the policy guidance that each service and command has
provided to its ranges and test facilities, and

b. Obtain information from the individual MRTFB facilities as to
what cost factors are charged and how they are charged.

The attached research instrument was developed to Implement the secondapproach. It is requested that each test facility under the uniform
funding policy complete the instrument by June 13, 1980, and return to:

Captain Phillip A. Swanson
AFIT/LSOG
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433

Please answer all the questions accurately and candidly. The responses
are Intended solely for research purposes and will be held in complete
confidence. Response is voluntary; however, the completeness of the
study depends on your cooperation.

If there are any questions about this effort, contact Captain Swanson
or Captain Soileau at Autovon 785-4707 or Cmmmrcial (513) 22S-4707.

W.A. RICHARDSON
Deputy Oirector for Test Facilities

and Resources

Attachnt

cc: CNO/OP 983
AF/RDPT
DCS/RM
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE INSTRUMENT

GENJERAL COMH'E"TS

1. For the purposes of this instrument the following definitions

are given.

a. Facility: A member of the MRTFB.

b. Cost factor: An expense (either in aggregate or element
form) incurred by the facility to provide a level-of-capability
or to provide specific user support.

c. User: An agency or activity that utilizes the capabilities

of the facility. Three classes of users are recognized.

(1) DoD: A member of the military establishment.

(2) Other federal: Any element of the federal government
other than DoD.

(3) Non-federal: Any agency or activity outside the
federal government.

2. The cost factors of this instrument are not designed to cover
all costs nor every situation. Rather, they are intended to sample
costs that are applicable to most MRTFB facilities.

3. The concern of this instrument is the costs that are charged
to the user, not what is reimbursed by the user to the facility.
It is possible for a cost to be charged to a user but not reimbursed
by said user. For example, all direct labor is a direct charge to
a user even though DoD users do not reimburse for any military labor.

4. Costs may be classified as direct, indirect and general and
administrative (G&A). For the purposes of this instrument assume:

a. A direct charge is a cost that can be consistently and
uniformly identified to a single user. Direct costs are incurred
by all users, are charged to all users and are reimbursed by all
users subject to the exception cited in paragraph 3 above.

b. An indirect charge Is an operating cost incurred to produce
a service or product to accomplish the mission, but which cannot be
directly identified to a single user. Indirect costs are incurred
by all users, may be charged to all users, but are reimbursed only
by other federal users and non-federal users.

a. A general and administrative charge is a cost that is not
considered to be either direct or indirect. Included are such costs
as depreciation on property and equipment, interest on investment,
the unfunded portion of civilian retirement, etc. G&A costs are
incurred to support all users, may be charged to all users, but are
reimbursed only by non-federal users.
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SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS

1. The first two pages of the instrument are self explanatory.

2. For pages 3 through 24, indicate your usual practice using the
following procedure.

a. Read the cost factor entry.

b. If the cost factor is not relevent to your facility, place
an OXO in the not relevent (NOT REL) column.

c. If the cost factor is relevent but no facility user is char-
ged, place an *XN in the no charge (NO CHG) column.

d. If the cost factor Is charged to the user, indicate the
usual measurement of the cost by using the codes listed below in
the appropriate column. (DIR CHG = direct charge; IND CHO = In-
direct charge; O&A CHO = gen and admin charge). Use the IND CHG
column if indirect and G&A are not differentiated as costs.

(1) A - To indicate the charge is based on the actual
rate for the actual quantity.

(2) 5 - To indicate the charge is based on a standard
rate for a standard quantity.

(3) AS - To indicate the charge is based on the actual
rate for a standard quantity.

(4) SA - To indicate the charge is based on a standard
rate for the actual quantity.

(5) Q - To indicate the charge is measured in some other
manner or a combination of the above. Explain in the comments
section.

e. If the cost factor is chargedin some manner other than
direct, Indirect or G&A, indicate with an 'X in the OTHER column
and explain in the comments section.

f. Also, use the comments section for:

(1) Significant exceptions to the usual practice.

(2) Explaining what *other, means.

(3) Other comments.

If additional space is necessary, please use the back of the page.
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GENERAL INFORMATION

FACILITY: __

Point of contact at the facility.

NAME:

OFFICE:

AUTOVON:

1. What portion (approximate percentage) of your support is for:

a. DoD users:

b. Other federal users:

c. Non-federal users:

2. How does your facility classify costs for user support?

Direct and indirect costs only.

Direct, indirect and G&A costs.

Direct and overhead (an undifferentiated combination
of indirect and O&A) costs.
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TERMINATION CHARGES

For the following question and associated scenarios a yes, no or
not applicable answer is all that is required, however, your com-
ments are welcome.

Is the user charged for the planned/scheduled support costs in
the following situations?

a. The user's test program is terminated after a project
order has been accepted but before any planned support is provided.

b. The user cancels a scheduled support period prior to some
deadline (e.g., a range period is cancelled 48 hours in advance).

c. The user cancels a scheduled support period after the
cancellation deadline but before the scheduled start time.

d. The user does not cancel a scheduled support period, but
fails to show up.
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RESEARCH INSTRUMENT RESPONSES
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GENERAL NOTES*

The following notes are referenced throughout this
Appendix. They are consolidated here to avoid unnecessary
duplication in the comments section.

1. 0 under IND CHG. This means "Support Cost." Support
cost charges are based on the number of civilian/military
hours worked for the user times the overhead expense rate.

2. 0 under G&A CHG. This applies to unfunded military
labor and asset use charges. Unfunded military labor
charges are based on the military expense rate times the
number of hours worked for the user. Asset use charge is
added based on percentage of total costs for non-federal
users in lieu of depreciation, attrition or imputed
interest on investment.

3. A SA SA or SA SA SA. A or SA under DIR CHG details
the measurement of the cost charged. SA under IND CHG
implies cost center overhead allocation. SA under G&A CHG
implies facility overhead allocation.

4. A SA or SA SA. SA under IND CHG relates to fringe
benefl-t-s and other contractor cost elements.

5. A+SA. This notation means that the actual labor rate
incurr is charged and a standard rate is charged for
equipment usage.

6. ASA. This notation means that the actual labor rate
incur-re is charged to non-federal users and a stabilized
labor rate is charged to federal users.

7. Response was interpreted as "no charge" for the analy-
sis effort based on the respondent's comments.

8. Response was interpreted as "direct charge" for the
analysis effort based on the respondent's comments.

9. Response was interpreted as "overhead charge" for the
analysis effort based on the respondent's comments.

*General Notes is abbreviated as "GN" in the comments
section of the tables.
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1. Approximate Percentage of Support

DOD Other Federal Nonfederal
(%) (%) (%)

Army

1 99 -b -b

2 95 3 2
3 95 4 1
4 95 5 0
5 92 7 1

Navy

6 99 .5a 0.2 0.3
7 95 1 4
8 95 0 5
9 96 3 1

Air Force

10 57 38.5 4.5
11 97 3 0
12 82 12 6
13 98 5 1
14 95 -4-5

a99 percent Navy; 0.5 percent other DOD.

bLess than 1 percent.
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2. Cost Classification System Used

Direct & Direct, Direct
Indirect Indirect &
Only & G&A Overhead

Army

'1 X

2 X
3 X
4 X
5 X

Navy

6 X
7 x
8 X
9 x

Air Force

10 x
11 x
12 x
13 X
14 X
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Termination Charges

Scenario Scenario Scenario Scenario
A B C E

Army
1No No bYes a Ye a

2 No Yes Yesa  Yesa
3 No No Yesa Yesa
4 No Noc Noc Noc

5 Yesa Yes a Yes a Yesd

Navy

6 No No Yes Yesg
7 No ao Yesf Yesa
8 Yesa  Yes a  Yes a  Yesa

9 No Noe Yes Yes

Air Force

10 No Yesa Yes a Yesa
11 No b No Noe N/A
12 Yesa Yes N/Ab N/A
13 Yesa No Yes Yes
14 No Yesa Yesa Yesa

NOTES: a. User is charged for actual costs incurred.
b. Unless another program can be substituted.
c. Plan to start charging in the future.
d. User pays 100 percent of pre and in-test

labor.
e. User is subject to termination charges under

varying conditions.
f. Sliding scale charges of 20-100 percent.
g. Charges to customer order of 100 percent.
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APPENDIX Dl

MRTFB AS A WHOLE
Response Percentage Calculations

Cost No Direct Overhead
Factorb Charge Charge Charge

3.1 50 29 21
3.2 8 67 25
3.3 15 70 15

4.1 36 45 18
4.2 0 100 0
4.3 0 100 0

5.1 0 93 7
5.2 0 93 7

6.1 0 90 10
6.2 0 89 11

7.1 7 79 14
7.2 0 100 0

8.1 43 14 43
8.2 0 77 23
8.3 0 79 21

9.1 60 20 20
9.2 0 100 0
9.3 25 50 25
9.4 0 100 0

10.1 27 64 9
10.2 0 91 9
10.3 9 82 9
10.4 0 91 9

aSome round-off error may be present.

bCost factor numbering is: Research Instrument
page number. Cost factor number.
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APPENDIX Di-Continued

Cost No Direct Overhead
Factorb Charge Charge Charge

11.1 43 14 43
11.2 29 50 21
11.3 0 100 0

12.1 43 21 36
12.2 14 71 14
12.3 0 100 0

13.1 38 50 12
13.2 75 8 17
13.3 15 85 0

14.1 36 50 14
14.2 0 100 0
14.3 15 70 15
14.4 7 79 14
14.5 7 86 7

15.1 62 15 23
15.2 21 71 7
15.3 7 93 0
15.4 22 67 11
15.5 27 64 9

16.1 8 77 15
16.2 0 85 15
16.3 0 92 8
16.4 0 85 15

17.1 57 0 43
17.2 0 92 8

18.1 57 0 43
18.2 50 7 43
18.3 0 93 7

19.1 50 14 36
19.2 7 93 0
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APPENDIX DI-Continued

Cost No Direct Overhead
Factorb Charge Charge Charge

20.1 54 8 38
20.2 71 0 29
20.3 29 64 7
20.4 0 100 0

21.1 57 7 36
21.2 29 43 29
21.3 0 100 0
21.4 0 93 7

22.1 45 45 10
22.2 29 29 43

23.1 43 14 43
23.2 0 100 0

24.1 75 0 25
24.2 77 0 23
24.3 78 0 22
24.4 60 10 30

24.5 0 100 0
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APPENDIX D2

TEST AND EVALUATION COMMAND
Response Percentagea Calculations

Cost No Direct Overhead
Factorb Charge Charge Charge

3.1 75 25 0
3.2 0 75 25
3.3 25 50 25

4.1 33 67 0
4.2 0 100 0
4.3 0 100 0

5.1 0 100 0
5.2 0 100 0

6.1 0 100 0
6.2 0 100 0

7.1 0 100 0
7.2 0 100 0

8.1 25 25 50
8.2 0 50 50
8.3 0 75 25

9.1 0 0 100
9.2 0 100 0
9.3 0 0 100
9.4 0 100 0

10.1 25 50 25
10.2 0 75 25
10.3 0 75 25
10.4 0 75 25

asome round-off error may be present.

bCost factor numbering is: Research Instrument
page number. Cost factor number.
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APPENDIX D2-Continued

Cost No Direct Overhead
Factorb Charge Charge Charge

11.1 25 25 50
11.2 25 75 0
11.3 0 100 0

12.1 25 25 50
12.2 0 75 25
12.3 0 100 0

13.1 0 67 33
13.2 67 0 33
13.3 0 100 0

14.1 25 50 25
14.2 0 100 0
14.3 0 50 50
14.4 0 50 50
14.5 0 75 25

15.1 50 0 50
15.2 0 100 0
15.3 0 100 0
15.4 0 100 0
15.5 0 100 0

16.1 0 75 25
16.2 0 75 25
16.3 0 75 25
16.4 0 75 25

17.1 50 0 50
17.2 0 100 0

18.1 50 0 50
18.2 50 0 50
18.3 0 75 25

19.1 50 25 25
19.2 0 100 0
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APPENDIX D2-Continued

cost No Direct overhead
Factorb Charge Charge Charge

20.1 50 0 50
20.2 50 0 50
20.3 25 75 0
20.4 0 100 0

21.1 so 0 50
21.2 25 50 25
21.3 0 100 0
21.4 0 100 0

22.1 50 50 0
22.2 25 25 50

23.1 25 0 75
23.2 0 100 0

24.1 100 0 0
24.2 100 0 0
24.3 67 0 33
24.4 67 0 33
24.5 0 100 0
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APPENDIX D3

NAVAL AIR SYSTEMS COMMAND
Response Percentagea Calculations

Cost No Direct Overhead
Factorb Charge Charge Charge

3.1 50 0 50
3.2 0 33 67
3.3 0 75 25

4.1 75 0 25
4.2 0 100 0
4.3 0 100 0

5.1 0 75 25
5.2 0 75 25

6.1 0 75 25
6.2 0 75 25

7.1 25 50 25
7.2 0 100 0

8.1 50 0 50
8.2 0 67 33
8.3 0 75 25

9.1 100 0 0
9.2 0 100 0
9.3 0 100 0
9.4 0 100 0

10.1 25 75 0
10.2 0 100 0
10.3 25 75 0
10.4 0 100 0

aSome round-off error may be present.

bCost factor numbering is: Research Instrument

page number. Cost factor number.
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APPENDIX D3-Continued

Cost No Direct Overhead
Factorb Charge Charge Charge

11.1 50 0 50

11.2 25 25 50
11.3 0 100 0

12.1 25 25 50
12.2 0 75 25

12.3 0 100 0

13.1 0 100 0
13.2 50 25 25
13.3 25 75 0

14.1 25 50 25
14.2 0 100 0
14.3 25 75 0
14.4 0 100 0
14.5 0 100 0

15.1 75 0 25
15.2 0 100 0
15.3 0 100 0
15.4 33 33 33
15.5 50 25 25

16.1 0 75 25

16.2 0 75 25

16.3 0 100 0
16.4 0 100 0

17.1 50 0 50
17.2 0 100 0

18.1 50 0 50

18.2 50 0 50

18.3 0 100 0

19.1 50 0 50
19.2 0 100 0
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APPENDIX D3-Continued

Cost No Direct Overhead
Factorb Charge Charge Charge

20.1 67 0 33
20.2 50 0 50
20.3 0 75 25
20.4 0 100 0

21.1 50 25 25
21.2 25 50 25
21.3 0 100 0
21.4 0 100 0

22.1 0 100 0
22.2 0 50 50

23.1 50 25 25
23.2 0 100 0

24.1 75 0 25
24.2 75 0 25
24.3 67 0 33
24.4 50 0 50
24.5 0 100 0
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APPENDIX D4

AIR FORCE SYSTEMS COMMAND
Response Percentagea Calculations

Cost No Direct Overhead
Factorb Charge Charge Charge

3.1 20 60 20
3.2 25 75 0
3.3 20 80 0

4.1 0 75 25
4.2 0 100 0
4.3 0 100 0

5.1 0 100 0
5.2 0 100 0

6.1 0 100 0
6.2 0 100 0

7.1 0 80 20
7.2 0 100 0

8.1 40 20 40
8.2 0 100 0
8.3 0 80 20

9.1 0 100 0
9.2 0 100 0
9.3 100 0 0
9.4 0 100 0

10.1 0 100 0
10.2 0 100 0
10.3 0 100 0
10.4 0 100 0

aSome round-off error may be present.

bCost factor numbering is: Research Instrument
page number. Cost factor number.
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APPENDIX D4-Continued

Cost No Direct Overhead
Factorb Charge Charge Charge

11.1 40 20 4J
11.2 20 60 20
11.3 0 100 0

12.1 60 20 20
12.2 40 60 0
12.3 0 100 0

13.1 100 0 0
13.2 100 0 0
13.3 25 75 0

14.1 40 60 0
14.2 0 100 0
14.3 20 80 0
14.4 20 80 0
14.5 20 80 0

15.1 50 50 0
15.2 60 40 0
15.3 20 80 0
15.4 25 75 0
15.5 25 75 0

16.1 25 75 0
16.2 0 100 0
16.3 0 100 0
16.4 0 75 25

17.1 60 0 40
17.2 0 80 20

18.1 60 0 40
18.2 40 20 40
18.3 0 100 0

19.1 40 20 40
19.2 0 100 0
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APPENDIX D4-Continued

Cost No Direct Overhead
Factorb Charge Charge Charge

20.1 40 20 40
20.2 100 0 0
20.3 60 40 0
20.4 0 100 0

21.1 60 0 40
21.2 40 20 40
21.3 0 100 0
21.4 0 80 20

22.1 60 20 20
22.2 40 20 40

23.1 40 20 40
23.2 0 100 0

24.1 50 0 50
24.2 60 0 40
24.3 100 0 0
24.4 50 25 25
24.5 0 100 0
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